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Our Atoit r/(ecent Publication-GREAT
BOOKS
on RELIGION
and ESOTERIC
PHILOSOPHY

by
MANLY
P. HALL
With a Bibliography of Related Material Selected from the Writings of Manly P. Hall
SUBJECT CLASSIFICATIONS:
ALCHE MY
AMER ICAN IN DI ANS
ANCIENT MYSTERIES AND
SECRET SOCIETIES
ASTROLOGY & ASTRONOMY
ATLANTIS & LOST CIVILIZATIONS
BACON-SHAKESPEARE
THE BIBLE & CHR ISTIANITY
BIOGRAPHIES OF UNUSUAL
PERSONALITIES
BUD D HISM

"I have rarely run across such good
common-sense information, and so
many really worthwhile sugges- P.A., Mass.
tions ."

'"Y 011r amazing booklet, 'Great
Books .. .' arrived. What a compilation of reference material! It
will be invaluable to 11s and ,1
treasure indeed."
- K.H., Mo.

CABALA
CEREMONIAL MAGIC
CHARACTER ANALYSIS
CLASSICAL PHI LOSOPHY
COMPARATIVE RELIG ION
DIVINATION

& TAROT

ESOTERIC COSMOGONY
& ANTHROPOLOGY
ESTHETICS
FICTION
FOLKLORE & MYTHOLOGY
FREEMASONRY
GENERAL PHILOSOPHY
GNOSTICISM
HEALTH & METAPHYSICAL
HEALING
MODERN RELIGION
MYSTICISM
PSYCHOLOGY &
PARAPSYCHOLOGY
PYRAMID MYSTERIES
REINCARNATION
ROSICRUCIANISM
SACRED BOOKS
SYMBOLISM
TIBET

&

KARMA

This convenient volume lists under various classifications, as shown at the left,
the books which Mr . Hall regards as most useful to both beginners and advanced
students. Four sections of this pubiication appeared first in the PRS f ournal, but
to make the work more valuable , two new sections have been added, which have
never been printed before: an index and a bibliography.
The Index lists all authors and books mentioned in the text. This not only adds
greatly to the usefulness of the publication, but can also serve as a check list for
book collectors. The Bibliography lists Mr. Hall's writings (articles, books, booklets, and mimeographed lecture notes) bearing on the subjects considered. As no
such list has been available before, we feel that this will be especially welcome to
thoughtful persons.
This handbook will help collectors and specialists in building a useful library,
and is also of basic value to teachers, librarians, and book dealers. It will also be
of particular interest to those who wish to build a comprehensive collection of
Mr . Hall's writings. We will be glad to assist students in securing out of print
journals and mimeographed notes if they will send us a want list.
A handy little volume, bound in heavy art paper, 88 pages
Price: $1. 50 (plus 4 % sales tax in California)

UNUSUAL
ANDWORTHWHILE
BOOKS
BYSEVERAL
AUTHORS
MASTERPIECES OF JAPANESE SCULPTURE
TE XT AND COMMENTARY

BY

J. EDGAR KIDDER

Professor of Art, International Christian University, Tokyo
A WONDERFULBARGAIN: This book was published to sell for $27.50 a
copy, and we are pleased to announce that we can offer it to you at the
special price of $15.00, plus 50c for postage and handling.
This volume is of great interest to students of Oriental religion and philosophy, and
to all who appreciate the fine craftsmanship and inspired imagery of Eastern sculpture.
Most of the illustrations are devoted to religious subjects--s tatuary in bronze, wood,
clay, and lacquer. There is a small section devoted to prehistoric art, and a few examples of secular portraiture. Many of the figures reproduced are National Treasures or Important Cultural Properties, created between the 7th and 15th centuries.
The photography in this book is outstanding in every sense of the word. Frequently there are different views of the same
image, adding greatly to the esthetic appreciation of the work. Next to actually seeing the originals, this photographic coverage
is in many cases the best that has ever been offered. There is good introductory material, a bibliography, appendix, and adequate
discussion of the pictures themselves. A quiet study of this book is a real experience in Eastern phi losophy.
Of this book, Time Magazine wrote: "A large, well-illustrated historical survey; the photographs are superb;" The San Francisco Sunday Chronicle calls the book "breathtaking;" and John Barkham of the Sat. Review Synd. speaks of it as "One of the
most stunning art books it has been my good fortune to see."
Binding of excellent quality, beautiful full-color jacket. 199 full-page illustrations, 7 in full color; 101/z" x 13½" -

344 pages

$1S.00, plus SOc postage and hand ling. (Please add 4% tax in California)

H. P. BLAVATSKY: COLLECTED WRITINGS
Volume One (187 4-1878)
This book was originally published in 1933 in England. A large part of the stock was destroyed in the
London "blitz" and the volume became a collectors' item. It is now back in print, and the new edition includes much new material from H.P .B.'s indefatigable pen. In addition to the earlier material on magic, spiritualism, occult phenomena, the nature and dangers of mediumship, this volume contains: H.P.B.'s travel
unpressions from Hungary in 1867; her quaint entries in Col. H. S. Olcott's Diaries of 1878; her earliest
fragments of writing, mostly in French, with translation into English. There is also a detailed and fully documented biographical sketch of her life up to 1874. The book is illustrated with many rare portraits from
H.P.B. , Self-portrai t
the Adyar Archives and facsimiles of interesting notations in H.P.B.'s handwriting. 590 pages, cloth bound.
Price: $6.SO (plus 4% tax in California)

THE BOOK OF TEA
by Okakura Kakuzo

18&2-1913

A delightful work by one of the most unusual personalities in the realm of East-West
communication. Mr. Okakura was a charming controversialist, whose philosophy of life
included Zen, the Tea Ceremony, and the philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore. Tenshin,
as he was lovingly called, had an outstanding grasp of English, and his little book is
not a translation. He traces the medicinal use of tea, the rise of the ceremonies of the
tea cup and bowl, and finally, the power of tea as a possible solution of the national,
racial, and political misunderstandings of humanity. He pauses to consider afternoon
tea in Boston, but hastens on to discuss the paintings of Sesshu and the power of tea
to pacify the pressures and tensions that arise within the human heart. An outstanding
little work that has been read and loved for over sixty years. The new edition is worthy
of the text. A wonderful little book to own or to use as a gift. 134 pages, 4¼" x 7½",
7 reproductions from paintings by Sesshu; Japanese paper over boards; boxed.
Price: $2.7S (plus 4% tax in Calif.)

JEN5HIN
OKAKURA

Encyclopedic
Outline
of Masonic,
Hermetic,
Qabbalistic,
andRosicrucian
Symbolical
Philosophy
A Master Interpretation of
the Secret Teachings of all Ages

by MANLY P. HALL
This Encyclopedia of Philosophy is considered by
Mr. Hall to be the result of his hardest work and his
deepest research. Students of occultism and mystical
philosophy all over the world recognize it as a standard textbook on symbolism and the teachings of the\
Mystery Schools of antiquity .
The writings of nearly six hundred ancient, medieval and modern authorities on religion and phi losophy were consulted in the preparation of this work .
Trans lations were made from the Arabic, Egyptian,
Greek, Hebrew, Latin, German, French and Spanish.
It is a summary of the highest teachings of the Western world.
The priests and philosophers of the inner sanctuaries of both pagan and Christian learning, carefully guarded the ancient
wisdom for uncounted centuries . Upon the pages of this book are set forth, in language simple and direct, the great laws of life
upon which the older civilizations built their magnificent cultural systems.
Between the covers of this single volume is gathered a condensation of the knowledge of ages, the priceless secrets of an ancient
learning, still susceptible of direct application to human problems.
This book is an exact photostatic reproduction, black and white, in folio size, of Mr . Hall's monumental and massive work
published in 1928. Cloth bound, profusely illustrated with large plates, comprehensive index, 229 pages.
Due to cost increases, the price of this book is now $14.50. (California residents please add 4% sales tax)

A Condensed Library of
Astrological Information

ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORDS

by
MANLY P. HALL

"The fact that I turn constantly to

The keyword system is the most efficient means by
Astrological Keywords for quick refwhich the implications of a horoscope can be quickly
erence is the highest tribute that I can
analyzed with genuine understanding . This book is
pay the author. - Evangeline Adams
divided into over 100 sections, in each of which are
epitomized the basic interpretations of the various
factors and elements necessary to the reading of
charts; arranged in convenient tables, so that any subject is instantly available. A few of the intriguing section headings are: Spiritual keywords of the nine planets ... The invisible planets ...
Readings for the principal fixed
stars . . . Judging acute and chronic diseases ... Astrology and music ... Zodiacal and planetary psysiology. An
invaluable collection of astrological data for the practicing astrologer and student alike. Illustrated with charts and
diagrams. Cloth bound .
Price: $3. 75 (plus 4% sales tax in California)
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SUBSCRIBEto MONTHLY LECTURES by MANLY P. HALL
SPECIAL
GET-AC(i)UAINTED OFFER:

Every Sunday morning, we receive many requests for printed copies of the lecture
of the day. Friends who attend the lectures and those living in other areas seem equally
interested in having the talks in permanent form. Each month we issue the notes of a
lecture for which there has been great demand, also taking into consideration the aim
of presenting material on a variety of interesting and helpful subjects.

To introduc e you to our lecture
notes publications, we will be
glad to send you a sample copy
( our choice), upon request, if
you will send us 10c in stamps
(to cover postage & handling) togeth er with this announ cement .

The lecture notes program has been in effect for seven years, and many friends
have told us how much they appreciate the privilege of receiving regularly the verbatim
transcript of Mr. Hall's informative lectures. The continuance of this program depends
upon public interest, and we hope that the circle of happy subscribers will increase
every year.

Your subscription not only assures you of receiving each new lecture as soon as possible; it also gives you a substantial saving over the price of lectures bought separately.
Mimeographed on one side of the paper in clear typescript; 13-15 pages each
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: $12.00 a year ( 12 lectures)
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LECTURE NOTES IN PRINT . . . . . Supply Is Limited
# 80-- THE PSYCHIC FIELD OF THE EARTH : Its Influ ence on Human Behavior
# 81- THE UNIVERSAL CHRIST PRINCIPLE : Th e Story of Early Christi an Mysticism
# 82- FIVE MISTAKES THAT CAN LEAD TO TRAGEDY : Blund ers of Judgment No One Can Afford to Make
#83 - REBIRTH IN JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY
# 84- FATIGUE , HYSTERIA , AND CRIME: Criminal J' end encies Can Arise in Appar ently N ormal Persons
# 85- ST. PAUL 'S CONTRIBUTION

TO MODERN PSYCHOLO GY : Th e Doctrine of Inn er Experience

# 86- HOW REASONABLE DOUBTS HELP US TO GROW
W e will send a complete list of available mimeographed lecture notes upon rc.L1
uest.
IN DIVIDUAL LECTURES : $1.25 each

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE : $12.00 for twelve lectures

